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Executive Summary 

The Benton H. Wilcoxon Municipal Ice Complex opened to the public on December 15, 1991. It was a 

world class facility featuring two separate ice surfaces with many supporting amenities. At that time, it 

was recognized as one of the premier ice rinks in the Southeast where there were few two-sheet 

facilities in existence. The operation and maintenance of the Municipal Ice Complex (MIC) is governed 

by a Board of Control (BoC) which makes regular assessments of users’ satisfaction and the facility’s 

ability to support those users and host various sporting events.    

Community needs and user groups have increased over time and now surpass the existing facility’s 

capacity. The BoC has recognized multiple deficiencies within the current Ice Complex facility that limit 

its ability to serve primary user groups effectively as well as host new events. A locker room shortage, 

restroom shortage and lack of multi-purpose training areas will be addressed with the upcoming 

expansion project scheduled to begin later this year. 50% of the projected $800K cost of this project will 

be paid with funds raised privately by the MIC with the additional 50% to be paid from City funds. It 

should be noted that since its opening, the MIC has never required City funding to sustain operation. 

Prior to the upcoming expansion project, the only capital improvement expenditure in the facility’s 25 

year history requiring a City contribution was approximately $800K in 2009 for refrigeration piping 

replacement. 

The Ice Complex BoC has undertaken a comprehensive assessment of the entire facility’s existing 

structural and mechanical systems to ensure that the MIC is properly positioned for the future to make 

the maximum contribution to the City’s economic development as well as the John Hunt Park master 

plan. All of the components from the original construction, including the building, as well as the 

mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems, were designed and constructed with the initial cost as the 

driving factor. Most systems were designed around a 20-25 year life expectancy. Updating these 

systems to meet current standards will require all new installations as existing equipment can no longer 

be replaced. Additional renovations are required to meet current building codes, city ordinances and 

ADA regulations.  

This facility assessment highlights the building itself and each of the systems contained within it. It 

consists of independent reports from various industry experts and includes current expenditures, 

projected issues and future expenditures necessary to upgrade the components and systems to 2016 

standards. These updates will reinstate Huntsville’s Benton Wilcoxon Municipal Ice Complex as one of 

the premier ice rink facilities in the Southeast and position it as a centerpiece of the future John Hunt 

Park complex. The updated facility will be capable of hosting large hockey tournaments, prestigious 

figure skating competitions and major public events and will have significant economic impact 

throughout the Huntsville metropolitan area.  



Ice Facility Usage 

Facility Hours:  The facility is open daily from approximately 7 am until 10 pm.  Facility hours expand to 

meet the needs of the users during event times or private rentals.  Users of the facility come from the 

City of Huntsville, and daily participants come from a range around the city as far as 40 miles away. 

 

 
Looking to 
 the left of entry – entrance to Rink 1, concessions, offices      Looking to the right of entry – entrance to Rink 2,   skate rental 
and hockey school                                                                                    pro shop, restrooms and figure skating school 

Public Skating:  Public skating is currently scheduled daily and sees a wide range of participants, ages 2 

and up.  The total number of participants weekly will vary from 250 to 1200 depending upon the time of 

the year.  The facility offers party rooms to rent during public sessions and offers several different 

birthday party packages for sale. During high season, up to 35 parties may be held each month, yielding 

approximately $5000-$6000 income.  

The North Alabama Hockey Association and Total Package Hockey maintain an office in the facility and 

have organized ice hockey education daily serving participants from ages 3 to 86. They have 

approximately 850 participants and currently use ----- amount of ice time per year.  The program has 

grown to require ice time from other facilities as the existing two sheet facility cannot support the 

current demand. 

 
                                                      Hockey office  
 



The Huntsville Skating School and Training Academy is celebrating 55 years of service and maintains an 

office in the facility. They offer organized figure skating education daily serving 200 participants from 

age 3 to 93. HSSTA currently uses approximately 1200 hours of ice time per year.  The school provides 

testing to recognize student’s advancement in classes and US Figure Skating certified testing in 

cooperation with the Skating Club of Huntsville for all levels beyond classes. HSSTA skaters have been 

awarded 23 International medals, and countless thousands of medals at Invitational Competitions across 

the US, China, Canada, and Europe. HSSTA is the only skating school in the state to maintain a Special 

Olympic program for more than 30 years. 

 
                                              Skating School Office 

 

Hockey Tournaments:  There are 2 major youth hockey tournaments that the facility hosts per year.  

The numbers of participants for these tournaments vary from 400 to 600 depending upon size of the 

tournament, and the majority of the participants travel from other states to attend the tournaments. 

 

Ice Shows and Figure Skating Competitions:  The Huntsville Skating School has produced a themed 

holiday show for more than 50 years. The show is performed by current students of the skating school 

and is very well attended.  The school also has hosted more than 40 skating competitions drawing 

skaters, coaches and parents from surrounding states. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Concessions: The facility maintains a full concession stand for users, spectators and hosted parties. 

  
 
 Concession stand                                                                             Skate rental 

Private Rentals:  The facility provides ice time for private rentals during hours not utilized by the main 

block of users.  Private rentals include the broomball, hockey, and corporate rentals. 

 

Other Users:  The University of Alabama Huntsville Division I hockey team for practice. The Huntsville 

Havoc. 

 

Ice Skating Supplies:  The facility maintains leased space to Skate World Pro Shop, which sells 

equipment and provides a skate sharpening service. 

 

   
Pro shop exterior                                                                               Pro shop interior 

 



General Ice Facility Resources  

Building General:  The facility is 24 years old and was constructed in two phases starting in 1991 with ice 

sheet number 1 and the front support area complete.  Ice sheet number 2 was added a year later.  The 

facility is constructed with pre-engineered steel supports, roof and siding.  The roof is pitched to the 

east and west.   The building footprint is approximately 59,000 total square feet including ice sheets, the 

offices and user support areas, and the mechanical portions of the building.  The interior ceiling is 

insulated with poly faced fiberglass insulation.  The areas over both ice sheets have an additional 

reflective low emissivity reflective ceiling covering throughout.  The walls of the facility are block to 

approximately 8’ and the metal building completes the remaining enclosure to the roofline.  There is a 

separation from the ice sheets and from front entry support areas, which contains viewing to both ice 

sheets through glass.  All of the center and support areas are constructed of block. 

Rink Number 1 Area:  Rink number 1 is a standard ice sheet at 200’ x 85’ with a 28’ radius in each corner 

and contains seating for approximately 450 spectators on the upper level; however there have been 

events with over 550 spectators utilizing standing room around the rink. The rink area width is 

approximately 130’ wide by 208’ long.   The floor to inside ceiling height at the peak is approximately 35’ 

and 19’ at the lowest sides of the building.  There is a center third floor area between the two rinks 

running between the seating in rink number 1 and the wall in rink number 2.  Mechanical space includes 

the Zamboni room, the ice making equipment room, the first aid room, and tool room share space with 

both ice sheet sections and is on the north end of the building.  There is a stairway in the rink area on 

the north end of the upper seating area for access within the rink.  The other access to the seating area 

is from the front building entrance.  Space for a temporary locker room lower and rink storage above 

has been constructed in the NW corner, since original construction. 

Rink Number 2 Area:  Rink number 2 is an identical sheet of ice with approximately 25 seats on the 

upper level adjacent the stairway that leads to the upper center support areas and the seating in Rink 1.  

The rink area is approximately 98’ wide by 208’ long.  Temporary locker room space has been 

constructed in NE and NW corners of the rink.  Skating Club of Huntsville has a temporary storage facility 

above the NE corner locker room.  All temporary locker rooms are without heat and water and are 

smaller than normal. 

Mechanical Room 102 Ice Making Equipment:  This room is located on the far north end of the building 

in the center support area, with all of the ice making equipment located in the room and additional 

equipment located directly outside on the north end of the building.  The equipment’s electrical supply 

is fed from the main electrical motor control center located in room 105 or as noted on the architectural 

drawings the first aid room.  The original refrigeration package, and air cooled condenser located 

directly outside the north wall, were sized and installed to handle rink number 1.  On the following year 

a second refrigeration package was installed in the room, a second air cooled condenser was installed 

directly outside the north wall, and tied into the existing refrigeration package to combine the two for 

operating both ice sheets.  A chilled secondary coolant, “methanol”, is pumped underground to both ice 

sheets for maintaining ice.  Each ice sheet contains a lower layer of subfloor heating piping to prevent 

frost under the rink, a layer of sand covering the piping, then two layers of insulation, a vapor barrier, 

and on top is 10 miles of coolant piping to maintain the ice sheet.  The coolant piping is contained in 

approximately 2” of sand, and then the ice on top is approximately 1-1/2” thick. 



The existing refrigeration system utilizes waste heat from the refrigeration packages to provide 

subsurface heating under the rink floors to prevent permafrost, and is utilized in the snow melting pit in 

the Zamboni room to melt the ice shavings from the ice resurfacer. 

Ice Rink Dehumidification Equipment:  Mechanical dehumidification of two separate units, per ice 

sheet, located on opposite corners of each rink above the dasherboard glass circulates treated air 

around the outside of the rink boards.  Each rink also has two gas fired unit heaters which maintain the 

air temperature in the space above 50 degrees to allow the mechanical dehumidifiers to remove 

moisture from the air, and maintain an acceptable humidity level.  The units are original and were 

installed in 1991. 

Ice Rink Dasherboards:  The ice rink dasherboard systems for both ice sheets are constructed of a 

welded steel frame, with polyethylene facing and top rail, and supported glass above.  There are players 

and penalty boxes constructed on the sides of the rinks and netting around the top of the glass to 

protect the facility and spectators from flying pucks.  The original facing on rink #1 was replaced in 2013, 

and the facing and panels on rink #2 are original. 

Ice Rink Hot Water:  The hot water required for ice resurfacing and locker room bathroom is generated 

from an originally installed hot water heater located in the mechanical room 102 with the ice making 

equipment.  The water is heated and pumped to two large insulated storage tanks located in storage 

room 104 adjacent the stairway in Rink number 1.  Water is re-circulated from the storage tanks to the 

water heater to maintain the desired water temperature and then fed to the fill lines in the Zamboni 

Room, and the locker room shower rooms, and the restrooms in the first floor core area.   

The hot water for the concession stand come from the mechanical room west or room 143 with a small 

electric water heater. 

The hot water for both main restrooms is fed from an electric water heater located in the east janitor’s 

closet. 

Facility HVAC:  The facility HVAC systems are zoned and separated by multiple forced air units, which 

were installed in 1991.   

Mechanical room west on the main floor has two each twin forced air units.  One of the units feeds the 

management offices, the skate rental, the concession stand and the front office and break room.  The 

other unit feeds the west lobby only.  Each unit has a single thermostat controlling the space 

temperature it feeds. 

Mechanical room east has a twin forced air unit and a single forced air unit.  The twin unit feeds the east 

lobby area, and the figure skating office, and restrooms.  The single unit feed the Proshop.  Each unit has 

a single thermostat controlling the space temperature it feeds. 

Third floor mechanical room has four forced air unit that feeds all of the center support areas including 

the dance room, the conference room, the locker rooms and party rooms.  A single one of the original 

units was replaced in 2000. 

A concession stand exhaust over the fryers services two fryers and two griddles and is original. 



Building Electrical:  The main building electrical service is fed from a transformer that is physically 

located on the north side of the building directly north of rink number 1 and is the original service for 

the entire building.  The 480 volt 3 phase service is fed from the transformer to a 1200 amp main 

distribution panel located in the first air room, or room 105.  The power for building is distributed from 

separate breakers in the distribution panel to all parts of the building.  All power and distribution 

electrical service is original from 1991. 

The 480 power to original ice rink package is fed from a 400 amp breaker, with the second rink package 

being fed from a 225 amp breaker.  The rink pumps are fed from a 60 amp breaker. 

The 4 dehumidifiers in the rink are fed from four 30 amp breakers. 

Multiple 480 volt circuits are fed to panels throughout the building for local distribution as follows: 

West mechanical room:  Power for the southwest portion of the building originates from a single 480 

volt panel.  Power for low voltage is fed to a step down transformer locate adjacent.  The transformer 

feeds a single 120 panelboard, with a secondary panelboard fed from the first.   

East mechanical room:  Power for the southeast portion of the building originates from a single 480 volt 

panel.  Power for low voltage is fed to a step down transformer locate adjacent.  The transformer feeds 

a single 120 panelboard.  The power for the outside lights and signs are fed from this room. 

Power to the upstairs mechanical room:  Power for the upstairs offices, and units, originates from a step 

down transformer to 277 volts.  Some power for indoor lighting originates from this location, as well as 

miscellaneous upstairs power. 

Ice Rink Lighting:  The rink lighting was replaced in September of 3013 with T5 fluorescent fixtures 

containing 10 to 12 bulbs per fixture, and should last 25 years.  Ballast in rink 2 are burning out at a rate 

of 24+ per year. 

Building Sprinkler System:  A comprehensive sprinkler system is installed in the facility.  The main rink 

areas over the ice sheets utilize a dry sprinkler system, while the support areas utilize a standard wet 

sprinkler system.  All sprinkler systems are original and receive testing every 5 years. 

Storage Rooms:  The facility has multiple storage rooms throughout the building and rents a separate 

container outside for additional storage.  Most of the storage rooms have multiple functions, containing 

lockers, mechanical, or support equipment for running the facility. 

Locker and Party Rooms:  The original design had 4 separate locker rooms, and two shared bathrooms.  

There was one large party room and two smaller party rooms.  Due to the need for additional locker 

rooms the large party room has been divided into two rooms, and all four of the party rooms have been 

converted to combination party or locker rooms depending upon the facility need each day.   

 

 

 



Rink Systems Report  

The following information, assessments and life cycle information are provided as a standard for the 

components installed.   

Ice Rink Refrigeration Equipment:  Two separate ice making packages have been assembled together to 

provide refrigerated secondary coolant to cool each rink floor.  The two packages are commercial grade 

and they have a 20 to 30 year life.   

     
Original unit with 4 compressors and main ice chiller                Second chiller with 2 compressors, added with 2nd ice sheet 

  
West condenser installed with main refrigeration package           East condenser installed with 2nd refrigeration package 

   
Brine pump                                                                                                        Brine pump control panel 



The heart of the system utilizes multiple semi-hermetic compressors that typically designed for, and 

utilized in, applications that operate at higher temperatures, such as grocery store coolers.  Due to the 

wear on these compressors most of the original compressors have already been replaced. 

The refrigeration packages primary refrigerant circuits operate on R22 refrigerant.  R22 is the last 

remaining Ozone depleting refrigerant still available today.  R22 and the equipment that operates on 

R22 are no longer manufactured.  Reclaimed, and refurbished R22 is still sold, however the price is 

continually rising due to its phase out.  Current government phase out is at 90% reduction in 

consumption for the year 2015.  By 2020 the phase out reduction will be 99.5% and 100% phase out by 

the year 2030. 

The refrigeration packages primary refrigerant circuits are connected to two separate originally installed 

air cooled condensers located outside on the north side of the building.  The air cooled condensers have 

a 25 to 30 year life.  Air cooled condensers run efficiently in cooler temperatures, however are 

inefficient above 80 degrees and reduce the system capacity by running higher discharge temperatures. 

The secondary coolant chilled and circulated to the rink floors is methanol.  Methanol was used briefly 

for this purpose, however was discontinued 20+ years ago and is not allowed in many states.   

Assessment:  The refrigeration packages, the primary refrigerant and the secondary refrigerant used in 

the ice rink system are at the end of their life and costs to operate the rink with this system will 

continually rise as the system ages further.  Further component and partial system replacements and 

maintenance will prolong the life but the costs to do so will grow and at some point the opportunity to 

operate this system will stop. 

Costs of Replacement:  A new addition to the existing structure would likely be required to properly size 

a mechanical room for the new equipment and maintain at least one ice while connecting the new 

system to each existing ice sheet.  The cost for an ammonia industrial ice system built to last 40 years 

minimum would be approximately $1,300,000 to $1,500,000.  These costs include the cost of running 

the rinks with the existing system, until a new exterior mechanical building is constructed and all of the 

equipment is fabricated.  At that point the new system would be run to a single ice sheet, and when 

completed and up and running the other ice sheet would be completed so the operator would never be 

without ice on at least one ice sheet.  The costs do include the running of new supply and return lines to 

the rink edge but no work in either rink floor. 

The cost of the addition would require additional study as to its location and size. 

Rink Number 1 & Rink Number 2 Spaces: 

A.  The Rink Floors:  Both original rink floor refrigeration piping systems within the ice sheets were 

removed, excavated and replaced in 2008.  The new systems include a subfloor heating system 

under the rink, covered with 6” of sand material, covered with 4” of insulation and a vapor 

barrier, with rink tubing on top and covered with approximately 2” of sand.  The piping system 

installed in the subfloor heating and ice sheet were completed with HDPE piping and fusion 

welded throughout.  The ice sheet floors are designed for year round operation. 

Assessment:   The renovated rink floor designs are current with ice rink industry standards and should 

provide a 40+ year life from installation.   



B. Rink Refrigeration Supply and Return Transmission Piping:  The transmission piping that 

connects the new HDPE subfloor heating and rink piping in the rink to the mechanical room 

refrigeration pumps and packages is original and was constructed with schedule 80 PVC pipe 

and fittings.  There are flange connections underground, under the scorer’s box that connect the 

transmission piping to the new piping in and under the rink floor. 

  

  

Assessment:  Buried PVC pipe was a cost savings at original construction over utilizing welded steel pipe.  

The PVC pipe and fittings do not have the sheer strength of HDPE or steel piping materials.  In 2012 the 

subfloor heating PVC transmission piping to rink number 1 broke, the concrete over the lines was 

removed and a section of piping was replaced.  Given the age of the existing PVC piping there is a high 

probability that another break in the lines will occur in the future.  The transmission piping in ice sheet 

number 1 can be replaced with HDPE piping underground or can be routed overhead from the 

mechanical room to the ice sheet.  Due to the location of the stairway in Rink number 2 the transmission 

piping in that rink will need to be run overhead. 

Costs of Replacement:  If planned and not contracted on an emergency basis the budget to replace the 

existing transmission piping from the mechanical room to the rink floor would be approximately 

$80,000, per ice sheet, and take approximately 3 to 4 weeks each.  The major issues with replacement 

are the attachment in the mechanical room while maintaining ice on the other sheet. 

C. Dehumidification:  The dehumidification in rink number 1 and rink number 2 are separate.  

Dehumidification in each rink area is achieved by a combination of two original mechanical 



dehumidification units, working in conjunction with two originally installed natural gas fired unit 

heaters.  The dehumidification units are located in opposite corners of the rink area, just outside 

and over the dasherboard glass, and are designed to discharge air in a circular motion around 

the rink perimeter.  The two unit heaters are located along the west side of the rink, which 

discharge warm air over the rink.  The heaters thermostats are set above 55 degrees to maintain 

the air temperature in the space above 50 degrees at all times to allow the mechanical 

dehumidifiers to remove moisture from the air passing through them.   

  
Rink 1 Dehumidification Unit                                                  Rink 2 Dehumidification Unit                                        

Assessment:  Mechanical dehumidifiers have a life of approximately 25 years, and these units have 

already had major component replacements.  Mechanical dehumidification in an ice rink is inefficient 

because it does not work when the air temperature falls below 50 degrees and the colder the air the less 

moisture that can be removed. Due to the air temperature in the rink the dehumidifiers need to run 

more to achieve the desired humidity level.  The longer run times add wear to the dehumidifiers as well 

as penalize the facility in added electrical expense to run the dehumidifiers longer.   

There is also a cost for running natural gas fired heaters to keep the air temperature in the space above 

50 degrees, and additional electrical costs to run the ice plant longer due to higher facility temperatures. 

Most similar facilities operate with space air temperatures between 40 and 50 degrees in order to save 

electrical energy in running the ice refrigeration system, which is the largest electrical expense in a 

typical community ice facility similar to this one.   

Heating, if done at all, is done solely for spectator comfort and achieved by radiant heating directly over 

the spectator section which is a more effective way of providing comfort for spectators while not 

increasing the overall costs of operating the ice refrigeration system.  Most facilities that provide heating 

are located in the northern regions as the outdoor air temperature are colder in the winter and without 

some kind of heating the air temperatures in the building can fall below 35 degrees. 



Industry standard is to achieve dehumidification through a desiccant dehumidification system.  Multiple 

designs are available that can provide sole dehumidification for the space, can provide treated fresh air 

entering the space and provide heating of the space if desired.   The desiccant units provide warmer dry 

air as a result of the process. 

Cost of Replacement:  The budget cost to replace the existing dehumidification system would be 

approximately $80,000, per ice rink, which includes the removal of the old units.  The unit would be 

installed outside of the building on a concrete pad; ductwork would connect the unit to the facility.  If 

the option for fresh air make up then the unit capacity would be increased to accommodate the 

additional load from the fresh air pretreatment.   

Rink Ventilation:  The original design to bring fresh air into rink number 1 area was to mix fresh air into 

the return air on each of the mechanical dehumidification unit with the return air going into the units.  

Currently the fresh air dampers are manually set and set a minimum and provide little or no fresh air 

into the space.   The two mechanical dehumidifiers were designed for rink air dehumidification only, and 

do not have sufficient capacity for the additional load of fresh air. 

Assessment:  The current design does not bring in any fresh air into the rink area.  All of the fresh air 

comes into the building through the opening of doors to other spaces within the building.  A minimal 

amount may enter the area through inefficiencies in the shell of the building, providing the space is in a 

negative pressure.  The mechanical dehumidifiers do not have the capacity to remove humidity from 

outdoor air at high humidity levels, and bringing in fresh air in through them would cause high humidity 

levels in the rink area.   

Rink Area Lighting:  The rink area lighting is newly installed with fluorescent fixtures and bulbs; however 

rink #2 is losing 2 ballasts a month since 1 year after installation. 

     
  Rink 1 area lighting                                                                                   Rink 2 area lighting 

Assessment:  The rink lighting is up to current ice rink industry standards; however the loss of ballasts 

requires further investigation. 

 



Rink Area 1 & 2 Storage:  Open rink area storage for the backup ice resurfacer, hockey goal frames and 

other rink operation items is currently employed. Some small rooms have been constructed above the 

temporary locker rooms in some of the rink corners since the facility construction.   

 
Concession storage 

Assessment:  Current facility operations have utilized all of the originally installed, as well as the 

additionally installed, storage spaces.   The facility is currently renting a container to provide some 

additional storage space outside.   The potential future addition of the locker room addition and the 

potential addition for a new mechanical room will offer a small addition to storage to the facility.  The 

existing mechanical room could be converted after a new refrigeration system was installed and the old 

system completely removed. 

Spectator Seating:  Rink #1 spectator seating is wooden and original.  The seating did have electrical 

motors to move in and out, however they no longer work and any movement of the bleachers is done 

by hand with large numbers of laborers.  Rink #2 has approximately 25 seats. 

   
Upper level seating overlooking Rink 1  

Assessment:  The seating in Rink #1 is not functional and both ice sheets have a limited viewing of both 

ice sheets.  If it is desired for functional seating then new seating will be required. 



Ice Rink Dasherboards:  The ice rink dasherboard systems for both ice sheets are original, and 

constructed of a welded steel frame, with polyethylene facing and top rail, and supported glass above.  

There are players and penalty boxes constructed on the sides of the rinks and netting around the top of 

the glass to protect the facility and spectators from flying pucks.   The installed dasherboards are 

original, have a life of 25 to 35 years; however the original facing was replaced in 2013 on Rink #1 

dasherboard system. 

 

 
 Rink 1 Dasher Boards 

  
  West side box built under stairway                     Rink 2 Dasher boards 

Assessment: The original design of Rink #1 dasherboards is poor, and requires a significant amount of 

maintenance.  Rink #2 design is newer and a better design and can remain.  Both rink systems have a life 

if 25 to 30 years.  Replacement of Rink #1 dasherboards will cost approximately $225,000. 

Ice Rink Hot Water:  The hot water required for ice resurfacing and locker room bathroom is generated 

from an originally installed hot water heater located in the mechanical room 102 with the ice making 

equipment.  The water is heated and pumped to two large insulated storage tanks located in storage 

room 104 adjacent the stairway in Rink number 1.  Water is re-circulated from the storage tanks to the 

water heater to maintain the desired water temperature and then fed to the fill lines in the Zamboni 

Room, and the locker room shower rooms, and the restrooms in the first floor core area.   

 

 

 



The hot water for the concession stand comes from the mechanical room west or room 143 with a small 

electric water heater. 

The hot water for both main restrooms is fed from an electric water heater located in the east janitor’s 

closet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hot water heater 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage tanks                                                                            Hot water for ice resurfacers 

Assessment:  The hot water for the showers and ice resurfacing should be separated as they are 

different temperatures and depending upon the use the operator may raise and lower the ice making 

water to the events. 

 

 



Facility HVAC:  The facility HVAC systems are zoned and separated by multiple forced air units, which 

were installed in 1991.   

   
  HVAC unit next to Rink 2                                                                HVAC unit next to Rink 1 

Mechanical room west on the main floor has two each twin forced air units.  One of the units feeds the 

management offices, the skate rental, the concession stand and the front office and break room.  The 

other unit feeds the west lobby only.  Each unit has a single thermostat controlling the space 

temperature it feeds. 

       
West mechanical room HVAC units                                                                                          Internet & phone components in west                         

                   mechanical room  

 



Mechanical room east has a twin forced air unit and a single forced air unit.  The twin unit feeds the east 

lobby area, and the figure skating office, and restrooms.  The single unit feed the Proshop.  Each unit has 

a single thermostat controlling the space temperature it feeds. 

   
East mechanical room HVAC units 

Third floor mechanical room has a twin forced air unit that feeds all of the center support areas 

including the dance room, the conference room, the locker rooms and party rooms. 

A concession stand exhaust over the fryers services two fryers and two griddles and is original. 

Assessment:  Ideally each zone of heating and cooling should be separated and controlled which it is 

not.  Specific advice on the HVAC system is coming and will make adjustments to the systems and the 

designs. 

Building Electrical:  The main building electrical service is fed from a transformer that is physically 

located on the north side of the building directly north of rink number 1 and is the original service for 

the entire building.  The 480 volt 3 phase service is fed from the transformer to a 1200 amp main 

distribution panel located in the first air room, or room 105.  The power for building is distributed from 

separate breakers in the distribution panel to all parts of the building.  All power and distribution 

electrical service is original from 1991. 

    
 Building electrical transformer                          Main electrical panel 



The 480 power to original ice rink package is fed from a 400 amp breaker, with the second rink package 

being fed from a 225 amp breaker.  The rink pumps are fed from a 60 amp breaker. 

The 4 dehumidifiers in the rink are fed from four 30 amp breakers. 

Multiple 480 volt circuits are fed to panels throughout the building for local distribution as follows: 

West mechanical room:  Power for the southwest portion of the building originates from a single 480 

volt panel.  Power for low voltage is fed to a step down transformer locate adjacent.  The transformer 

feeds a single 120 panelboard, with a secondary panelboard fed from the first.   

 
West mechanical room electrical panels 

East mechanical room:  Power for the southeast portion of the building originates from a single 480 volt 

panel.  Power for low voltage is fed to a step down transformer locate adjacent.  The transformer feeds 

a single 120 panelboard.  The power for the outside lights and signs are fed from this room. 

Assessment:  The buildings electrical systems are maximized and there is only a single breaker available 

for the potential new addition.  Any additional loads with upgrades will require additional studies to 

determine the method for adding power. 

Building Sprinkler System:  A comprehensive sprinkler system is installed in the facility.  The main rink 

areas over the ice sheets utilize a dry sprinkler system, while the support areas utilize a standard wet 

sprinkler system. 

   
Dry sprinkler system over rink areas 



   
Wet sprinkler system over lobby and support areas 

Assessment:  The sprinkler systems are 24 years old and are requiring upgrades and fixes on an annual 

basis.   

Locker and Party Rooms:  The original design had 4 separate locker rooms, and two shared bathrooms.  

There was one large party room and two smaller party rooms.  Due to the need for additional locker 

rooms the large party room has been divided into two rooms, and all four of the party rooms have been 

converted to combination party or locker rooms depending upon the facility need each day.   

     
Locker rooms 1 & 2 (similar layout)                                                 Locker rooms 3 & 4 (similar layout) 

      
Locker rooms 5 & 6 (similar layout)                               Locker/Party rooms 7 & 8 (similar layout) 



    
Locker/party rooms 9 & 10 (similar layout)                         Locker room 11/ hockey storage 

 

     
Locker room 12                                                                          Locker room 13 

Assessment:  The locker rooms that have been constructed to date are small, dry and inadequate for a 2 

ice sheet operation.  The proposed addition is necessary just to provide the minimum locker room 

requirements for rink #2. 

Ice Resurfacing Equipment 

 

 

 



	

	

 
 
 
February 18, 2016 
 
 
RE:   Benton H. Wilcoxon Ice Complex 
 Architectural Facilities Report 
 
The Benton H. Wilcoxon Ice Complex has served the community well for decades; however, it is in a 
state of decline, due both to age related wear and to deferred maintenance of some of its major systems 
and components.  The following report, including charts and drawings, serves to identify observed facility 
deficiencies and ADA non-compliance issues and to suggest corrective measures.  The scope is limited 
to architectural considerations. Specific plumbing, fire protection, mechanical, and electrical 
considerations are addressed separately by the appropriate design professionals. If the corrective 
measures proposed are enacted, the result will be a revitalized facility capable of providing service to the 
community for the foreseeable future. 

Desired building alterations have been vetted with the Iceplex personnel who are responsible for 
maintaining the facility and managing its operation.  Many of the corrective measures are badly needed 
while others are more cosmetic, intended to convey the impression of a first rate ice complex.  These 
deficiencies and corrective measure comprise the first section of the report. 

The original building and its addition were constructed to the accessibility guidelines in place at the time, 
but prior to the enactment of the ADA in 1990.  Since the building serves the general public, it should be 
brought into compliance with the current accessibility standard – the 2010 ADA.  Doing so will ensure that 
those with disabilities will be afforded the right to fully participate.  The second section of the report 
identifies the major non-compliance issued identified in a recent walk through, and suggests corrective 
measures. 

The report is intended to provide a broad overview of the building deficiencies and ADA non-compliance 
issues and suggest corrective measures.  It is not to be considered exhaustive and will need to be 
elaborated upon if it is determined that the facility is to be revitalized.  Please feel free to contact us 
should you have any questions or comments. 

 
Sincerely, 

	

Darryl Bird, AIA, LEED AP 
Bird & Kamback Architects 
 
DB/VH 
	



 

 

 

 

Benton H. Wilcoxon Ice Complex 

Architectural Facilities Report 
February 18, 2016 

 
 
I. DESIRED BUILDING ALTERATIONS 
 
Many building alterations are desired in order to bring the facility up to current codes and standards, and 
to make it comparable to other first rate ice complex facilities.  This section reports on the current 
condition of the architectural materials, components, and systems of both the interior and exterior of the 
building and grounds. In addition, it makes recommendations that will result in upgraded building and 
grounds. 

 
 
A. INTERIOR 
 
The existing flooring consists of a combination of rubber mats, vinyl composition tile, quarry tile, and 
commercial carpet.  Most of the flooring is original to the building and has exceeded its life expectancy. 
The rubber matting, which is the primary floor finish in the facility, is badly worn (especially along the 
edges). In addition, the floor does not adhere well to the concrete resulting in gaps between them.  These 
gaps are tripping hazards.  The VCT flooring is pitted and/or cracked in many locations, as is the quarry 
tile.  The carpet is worn to the point where traffic patterns are evident. It is recommended that all of the 
finished floors be demolished and replaced with new materials. It is recommended that the rubber floor 
mats be upgraded to the current generation of rubber flooring commonly used in new arenas.   
 

 

 

  

Damaged VCT and Quarry Tile Worn Rubber Floor Mats 
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The stairs throughout the facility have steel handrails and guardrails that do not meet current code or 

accessibility standards (addressed in part 2 of this report).  The railings do not meet the 4-inch sphere 

rule, grasp ability, or extension requirements.  Rubber treads and/or risers cover the stairs throughout but 

are badly damaged, especially at the stairs between the lobbies and the ice levels.  It is recommended 

that all handrails, guardrails, and rubber treads and risers be replaced. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Two bothersome conditions exist at the walls enclosing the ice sheets.  The insulation board on the high 
section of the south walls are stained and delaminating.  The exposed vinyl faced metal building 
insulation has been torn and damaged by pucks striking it.  It is recommended that the insulation boards 
be replaced and the vinyl faced insulation repaired.  To prevent future damage, it is further recommended 
that all of the walls enclosing the ice sheets be clad with metal panels. 
 

 

  

 

 

Non-compliant Railings Damaged Rubber Treads and Risers 

Damaged Insulation Panels Torn Vinyl Faced Insulation 
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Except in high bay areas, the ceilings are comprised of 

dropped grids and acoustical tiles. Ceiling tiles are 

either of 2x2 and 2x4 tiles, in square and tegular 

profiles.  Most of the grids are in good shape but many 

of the tiles are broken, stained, or sagging.  Some 

rooms have missing tiles or the wrong type of tile.  The 

concessions area and all locker rooms should contain 

scrubable tiles.  When often replacing some of the tiles 

in a space it results in a checker board look. For 

continuity, it is recommended that all tiles be replaced 

with new tiles of the appropriate type. 

 

 

Rubber base is used throughout the facility.  It is worn and pulling away from the wall in several places.  It 

is recommended that the rubber base be replaced thoughout.  Some of the interior walls have been 

painted over the years, others have not.  The appearance of the facility could benefit significantly if all of 

the walls are properly prepared and painted.  The splines and trim pieces of the FRP panels in the 

Concessions area have yellowed with age.  There is some staining and delaminating of the panels as 

well.  It is recommended that they be replaced.  The painted wood cabinets and plastic laminate 

countertops in the Concessions are original to the building and are badly worn, in addition to being 

inefficient.  It is recommended that all the cabinets and countertops in the concessions be replaced, as 

well as the plastic laminate countertops in the reception area and all restrooms. 

 

 

 

 

  

Stained and Damaged Acoustical Tiles 

Water Damage in Sink Base Aged and Damaged Cabinets, Cabinets, & RFP Panels 
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The dasher boards and glass defining the west sheet of ice (No. 1) are original and are shorter than the 

boards and glass on the east sheet (No. 2) and those common to modern rinks.  The boards are showing 

considerable wear and tear from decades of continuous use.  It is recommended that the boards and 

glass be replaced.  The penalty and player boxes on the east sheet (No. 2) are directly under the 

spectator section and need to be relocated to the opposite side of the ice.  It is recommended that this 

work take place in conjunction with the other dasher board work and be performed by professional 

installers. 

 

The mezzanine level bleachers no longer telescope.  In addition there are places where the panels are 

coming apart, including one area where a spectator stepped through.  The bleachers also do not contain 

safety rails or provisions for accessible seating.  For practical, safety, and accessible reasons, it is 

recommended that the bleachers be replaced.  

 

 

 
Low Dasher Boards and Glass 

 

 

B. EXTERIOR 
 
The exterior of the building consists of several componants that are in need of repair or replacement.  The 
south and a lesser portion of the west and east sides feature an EIFS facade.  The façade is heavily 
damaged and in need of repair or replacement.  There are several options for dealing with this façade 
and they are addressed in a separate report.  The preferred and most robust method for dealing with 
these facades is to demolish the existing system and to install a CMU or concrete wainscot across the 
bottom and a new drainage type EIFS system from the wainscot to the roof.  For more detailed 
information, refer to the EIFS Evaluation Report dated January 20, 2016, prepared by Bird & Kamback 
Architects.  The surfaces in and above the porte cochere remain in good condition and require nothing 
more than cleaning and paint to match the new EIFS finish. 
 

 

  

Poorly Functioning Bleachers 
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The exterior doors and windows are a combination of aluminum storefront doors and windows, hollow 

metal doors, and rolling steel doors.  The aluminum storefront has held up well and it is expected that, 

with a little adjustment and maintenance, they will continue to provide reliable service.  The hollow metal 

doors and frames have sustained considerable damage from continuous exposure to the elements.  The 

doors suffer from poor adjustment, rust, and dents, and it is recommended that they be replaced.  The 

coiling doors mechanisms do not function well and are difficult to operate.  It is recommended that they be 

replaced as well. 

 

 
 

 

 

The ice making equipment and the HVAC equipment are high priority items and their replacement is to be 

included in the rehabilitation of the facility.  Refer to the Building Systems Review Comments prepared by 

Mims Engineering, dated January 29, 2016.  A detached enclosed structure will be required to house the 

ice making equipment as well as the boiler and chiller. 

 

The roof is in fair condition, as reported in the Inspections Report prepared by Porter Roofing and dated 

January 21, 2016.  Several deficiencies were reported, but it was recommended that all major systems 

remain in place and that several maintenance items be addressed.  Refer to the Inspections Report for 

additional information.  

 

The addition of a structure to house the ice making equipment and boiler/chiller equipment and/or the 

proposed locker room addition may trigger the necessity to bring the landscaping and parking lot lighting 

up to the current provisions set forth in the planning ordinance.  That will require additional pole lights and 

additional landscaping.  

 

Charts:  Desired Building Alterations 
 
Estimated costs of the foregoing items are identified in the following charts at the end of this report. 

 

  

Poorly Functioning Rolling Steel Door Dent and Rust on Hollow Metal Door & Frame 



BENTON  H. WILCOXON 
MUNICIPAL ICE COMPLEX

FEBRUARY 18, 2016

Tag Area Building Deficiencies Corrective Measures Estimated Cost
A1 Rubber Mats Rubber Floor mats severely worn & damaged Replace rubber floor matts with 3x3 rubbers tiles $204,000

A2 Stairs
Rubber treads & risers badly damaged.  Railing not 
code compliant. Replace rubber treads & risers.  Replace railing. $25,000

A3 Finished Floors VCT, quarry tile, & carpet badly worn Repair or replace floor finishes $29,000
A4 S Rink Walls Insulation board is deteriorating Replace insulation board & clad with metal panel $49,000

A5 N, W, & E Rink Walls Vinyl insulation damaged from puck
Repair insulation & clad with metal panel from top of 
CMU to roof $219,000

A6 Ceilings Ceiling tiles damaged & stained throughout Replace all ceiling tile $46,000

A7 Walls
Walls in need of painting.  Rubber base badly 
damaged.  FRP panels damaged.

Paint all interior walls.  Replace rubber base.  
Replace RFP panels. $66,000

A8 Concessions Cabinetry is worn & functions poorly Replace all cabinetry & countertops $30,000

A9 Ice Rink 1 Dasher boards are worn & glass is too low Replace dasher boards & glass
$225,000-$250,000     

per Becker

A10 Ice Rink 2 Player box are poorly positioned
Relocate player boxes to East side of rink.  Add small 
addition. $30,000 per Becker

A11 Bathrooms Countertops are delaminating Replace countertops $3,000

A12 Mezzanine
Bleachers are badly damaged & do not retract 
properly Repair or Replace with retractable bleachers

See ADA Deficiencies    - 
C9

 TOTAL   $926,000-$951,000

  
  

DESIRED BUILDING ALTERATIONS - INTERIOR

Note:  Cross reference tags to the floor plans at the end of this report.
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BENTON  H. WILCOXON 
MUNICIPAL ICE COMPLEX

FEBRUARY 25, 2016

Tag Area Building Deficiencies Corrective Measures Estimated Cost
B1 S, W & E Walls EIFS walls are worn & damaged Extensive repair or replacement $20,000-$56,000

B2 N, W & E side
Hollow metal doors & frames are weather 
damaged & do not function well Replace hollow metal doors & frames $18,000

B3 N side Coiling doors do not function well Replace coiling doors $18,000

B4 N side New mechanical equipment requires shelter
Construct ventilated shelter with rolling steel doors 
& man doors. $360,000

B5 Roof Roof is in need of cleaning & repair Clean & repair roof
$10,000 per Porter 
Roofing (rounded)

B6 South Side Canopy at drop-off in need of cleaning & painting Clean & paint drop-off canopy $9,000

B7 Parking Lot Lighting levels below city requirements Supplement parking lot lights as required 
Included in electrical 

cost

B8 Parking Lot
Landscaping does not comply with city 
requirements Supplement landscaping as required $20,000

B10 North Service Area
Equipment yard and drive required for new ice 
making and mechanical equipment Construct equipment yard and drive $48,000

B11 Various
Selective demolitian required (not associated with 
other work) & trenching/patching concrete Demolish/trench/patch areas required $18,000

 TOTAL   $521,000-$557,000

  
  

DESIRED BUILDING ALTERATIONS - EXTERIOR

Note:  Cross reference tags to the floor plans at the end of this report.
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II. ADA DEFICIENCIES 
 
In addition to desired building alterations, the building and grounds should be brought into compliance 
with the 2010 version of the ADA.  This section identifies building deficiencies related to accessibility and 
suggests corrective measures to address these deficiencies.  Currently the grounds, including the parking 
lot, ramps and sidewalks, are in compliance.  Thus, this section of the report focuses on the building. 
 
Push/pulls on the storefront doors and the stair handrails do not meet grasp ability requirements.  The 
handrails at the top and bottoms of the stairs do not extend as required.  The push/pulls should be 
replaced. It is recommended that the railings be replaced as well since there are also building code 
violations associated with the handrails/guardrails. 
 

 

               Grasp ability Deficiencies at Push/Pulls      

Required lower transaction areas are not provided at the reception area, skate rental counter, and 

concessions areas.  Transaction surfaces are required.  Undercounter piping at the restrooms and locker 

room lavatories are not protected.  Piping must be wrapped or shielded. 

 

 

Deficiencies at Stair Handrails 

Grab Bars Missing and Piping Not Protected Transaction Counter Not Provided 
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Accessible toilet stalls in the public restrooms are too narrow to meet current accessibility requirements.  

Widening the accessible stall will result in the elimination of one toilet at the public Mens and Womens 

restrooms.  This shortfall will be accounted for in the new public restrooms proposed in the locker room 

expansion.  Modified accessible stalls must also contain properly sized and positioned grab bars.  

Accessible toilets in existing locker rooms either do not contain grab bars or contain grab bars in the 

incorrect position or contain improperly sized grab bars.  Locker room shower stall and/or the access 

aisles to the stalls, as well as the valves locations and configurations do not meet accessibility standards 

and must be modified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both interior and exterior signage needs to be supplemented where existing signage cannot be brought 

into compliance.  In many cases toilet and bath accessories will need to be supplemented or adjusted as 

necessary to meet height and reach requirements. 

There is currently not an accessible access to the Mezzanine level, resulting in the isolation of disabled 

spectators.  A lift or elevator is required to meet accessiblity requirements.  For convenience and safety 

reasons, an elevator is recommended.  The suggested location is at and below the upper landing of the 

main stairs.  The bleachers on the mezzanine level are to be replaced to meet accessibility standards.  

The proposed bleachers must make provisions for accommodating those with disabilities and provide 

various viewing locations. 

 
Chart:  ADA Deficiencies 
 
Estimated costs of the foregoing items are identified in the following chart. 

Too-narrow Accessible Stall Non-compliant shower stalls 



BENTON  H. WILCOXON 
MUNICIPAL ICE COMPLEX

FEBRUARY 18, 2016

	

ADA DEFICIENCIES 
Tag Area Non-Compliance Elements Corrective Measures Estimated Cost
C1 Lobbies Push/pulls do not meet graspabiliy requirements Replace push/pulls $2,000

C2 Stairs
Handrails do not have required extensions at top & 
bottom Replace or modify handrails $21,000

C3 Counters
Counters do not contain an accessible transaction 
area Modify or replace counters $4,000

C4 Lavatories Undercounter piping exposed Wrap undercounter piping $1,000

C5 Toilet Stalls Accessible stalls are too narrow
Enlarge toilet stall (one toilet from each restroom will 
be lost) $12,000

C6 Toilet Stalls Grab bars & accessible toilet not in place
Enlarge toilet stall (one toilet from each restroom will 
be lost) $6,000

C7 Throughout Height/reach & signage violations Address violations $6,000

C8 Showers
Showers obstructed by curbs & seat/fittings are not 
accessible Remove curb & provide accessible fittings & seats $12,000

C9 Bleachers
Bleachers contained no provisions for accessible 
seating areas

Alter existing bleachers or provide new accessible 
bleachers $278,000 

C10 Main Stair Area No accessibility to mezzanine level Add lift or elevator $76,000
 TOTAL   $418,000

Page 10

Note:  Refer to the tagged floor plans at the end of this report for additional information.
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January 20, 2016 
 
 
 
Mr. William Bell 
City of Huntsville 
P.O. Box 308 
Huntsville, AL  35804 
 
RE:  EIFS Evaluation Report 
        Benton H. Wilcoxon Municipal Ice Complex 
 
Dear William, 
 
I met with Mike Baird of Quality Plastering on Monday to evaluate the exterior EIFS walls on the 
existing buildings.  There are several places where the finish coat has failed, exposing the foam.  
The lower band is in the worst shape.  The upper portions of the wall show some thinning as well 
as occasional gouges.  To address these defects we are proposing two possible solutions.  I am 
attaching two drawings to help inform my explanation. 
 
Solution 1 is an extensive repair of the EIFS walls (except those in and around the porte cochere 
and those associated with the roof moniter).  It proposes selective repair, adding a skim coat, 
followed by a finish coat on all walls identified on the drawings.  An alternative proposal replaces 
the lower band with painted CMU.  This solution would carry a 5 year warranty on the EIFS.  We 
estimate the cost of this solution to be $27,150.00, and the alternate to be an additional 
$7,800.00. 
 
Solution 2 is a replacement of all EIFS walls (except those in and around the porte cochere and 
those associated with the roof moniter, which are in acceptable shape) including demolition and 
repair/replacement of sheathing..  It proposes a complete replacement of the existing EIFS with a 
new EIFS drainage system.  An alternative proposal replaces the lower band with painted CMU.  
This solution would carry the standard 10 year warranty on the EIFS.  We estimate the cost of 
this solution to be $52,800.00, and the alternate to be an additional $2,300.00. 
 
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Darryl Bird, AIA 
 
DB/cj 
 
attachments 
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January 21, 2016 

 

City Of Huntsville 

308 Fountain Circle SW 

Huntsville, AL  

 

Attn: William Bell 

 

Re: Wilcoxon Municipal Ice Complex 

3185 Leeman Ferry Rd. SW Huntsville, AL 

 

Inspection Date: January 11, 2016  

 

Roof Size: 66,161 square feet +/- 

 

Existing System Type: Trapezoidal Metal Roof System 

 

Year Installed: Unknown 

 

Roof Condition Rating: Fair  

 

 At your request a roof survey was performed at the above referenced address; the following is an 

assessment of our findings: 
 

 The building has a traditional trapezoidal metal roof panel that appears to be performing as 

intended. The metal roof sections slope one direction to an external gutter system which provides 

adequate drainage for this roof system. Due to the exposed fasteners on the metal roof it cannot properly 

expand and contract therefore it will be highly important to maintain this roof consistently to maximize 

the overall life of the roof. This roof can be maintained if a comprehensive roof program is started and 

followed. Below is a list of current defects however the present defects are not limited to the list below. 
 

 

Deficiencies found: 
 

 Gutters and downspouts are full of debris in areas 

 Metal transitions were sealed with improper material in multiple areas 

 Sealant around metal vent penetrations is deteriorating and should be replaced 

 Rubber pipe boots are showing signs of age and should be replaced 

 Multiple fasteners and washers are rusted and aged  

 Sealant around wall penetrations is deteriorating and should be replaced  

 Multiple penetrations are showing signs of surface rust 

 Tree limbs over front of building are causing gutters and downspouts to be clogged 

 Sealant around two roof top curbs is deteriorated allowing flange of curb to be open 

 Multiple areas of rake edge and roof seams have been sealed with improper material 

 

 



 
 

Porter Roofing Contractors, Inc. 
 

2454 Nashville Hwy                     421 Ash Street                        2505 East 43rd Street          1851-B Cowen Road 
McMinnville, TN 37110        Murfreesboro, TN 37130          Chattanooga, TN 37407      Gulf Breeze, FL 32563 

931.668.2298                          615.867.8663                            423.867.3497                         850.203.1994 
 

 
 

www.porter-roofing.com 

 

 

We recommend the following: 

 

 Clean all gutters free of debris  

 Remove old repairs at low to high roof transition and repair with proper material 

 Remove old deteriorated sealant from 12 roof vent pipes and seal with proper material  

 Remove and replace 5 pipe boots 

 Replace 1,000 fasteners 

 Remove old deteriorated sealant where parapet coping ties in to metal wall panels 

 Remove old deteriorated sealant at base of 5 wall penetrations and replace with proper material 

 Sand, clean, and coat base of  5 roof penetrations to prevent further rust 

 Sand, clean, and coat one rusted penetration 

 Trim tree limbs back from one section of roof to prevent gutters from being clogged 

 Replace sealant around 2 roof top curbs 

 Remove approximately 20 ft. of cracked roofing cement and replace with proper material 

 

                                                                                       

 

                                                                                                      Total Cost: $9,375.00** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please contact me with any questions.  

Sincerely,  

Jesse Etheridge  
Jesse Etheridge  

Roofing Repair and Maintenance Superintendent  

Email: jesse@porter-roofing.com  

Office: 615-867-8663 Cell: 615-207-7485 

 









 
 

Building Systems Review Comments 
 
Date: January 29, 2016   
Project:   Huntsville IcePlex 
Prepared by:  Bruce M. Rose, Mims Engineering 
 
Mechanical 
 
Mechanical Rooms West & East: 

• Lennox furnaces have exceeded their anticipated life expectancy (15 years).  Evidence 
of significant rust was present on the inlets to the combustion chamber.  Breakdown of 
the chamber will allow products of combustion into the supply air discharge and 
building containment. 

 
• The ceiling has not been maintained and many tiles have been removed.  The required 

distances of the louvers for combustion and ventilation are now not within the distance 
requirements of the floor and ceiling of the space. 

 
 



 
 

• Return ductwork was checked through an access door.  The liner has a significant 
coating of dust.  New HVAC systems should include all new duct systems. 

 
• Smoke detector operation could not be determined.  Lights within the device were not 

seen. 
• Lennox air cooled condensing units and interior coils are original and have exceeded 

their anticipated life expectancy (20 years).   
• Combustion and ventilation louvers allow for unconditioned air into the room.  No 

insulation for the room allows for the migration of heat and cold into the adjacent 
spaces. Newer sealed combustion equipment does not require these wall openings. 

 
• All spaces served by these units have insufficient outside air for the occupancy of the 

building. 
 

Mezzanine Mechanical Room: 
• All 4 furnace coil units take the return air from the west sheet space.  Insufficient 

outside air is supplied to the space to be allowed for a suitable return.  No outside air is 
supplied to the three units supplying the upper floor offices and the locker/toilet areas.  
The Party rooms have a minimum amount of outside air but are not suitable for the 
occupancy load. 



 
 

• Two of the 4 units have been recently replaced. Two of the units are original and have 
exceeded their anticipated life expectancy (15 years). 

 
• Smoke detector operation could not be determined.  Lights within the device were not 

seen. 
 
Locker Room, Toilets and Showers (North): 

• Supply air to the lockers meets the required ventilation rate.  Exhaust of the air from the 
space was originally through door grilles in the toilet/shower space. These grilles are no 
longer present and there is not a required exhaust for the space. 

• Supply air exceeds the listed exhaust air causing a positive pressure.  Locker and toilet 
rooms are required to be negative pressure. 

• Fan operation could not be proven in all areas which is required during all occupancy 
times. (lights on) 

• Ceiling tiles in the showers are the porous type, which are not allowed in wet areas. 
 

Locker Room, Toilets and Showers (South): 
• New walls have been constructed in the locker/dressing rooms, subdividing the area.  

Supply air is only supplied to the south portion of the space with no provisions for 
exhaust air. No supply or exhaust air is provided to the north sections.  Exhaust of the 
air from the space was originally through door grilles in the toilet/shower space. These 
grilles are no longer present. 

• Supply air exceeds the listed exhaust air causing a positive pressure.  Locker and toilet 
rooms are required to be negative pressure. 

• Fan operation could not be proven in all areas which is required during all occupancy 
times (lights on). 

• Ceiling tiles in the showers are porous type, which are not allowed in wet areas. 
• Single toilets off lockers and party rooms have been modified to toilets with showers.  

There is insufficient supply and exhaust air to those spaces.  
 

Zamboni Room: 
• Ice melting pit heating coil is in need of replacement. 



 
 

• Exhaust has been added to the space but the cfm levels could not be determined.  No 
supply or transfer air is provided to the area which would be exhausted when the roll-up 
doors are closed. 

• No required backflow prevention was found for the Zamboni fill valves with hoses.  An 
additional set of valves and hoses have been added since the original construction. 

 
Storage Room (North of Zamboni Rm.) 

• The space has been changed to a work station for repairs, etc.  The required supply and 
exhaust air is provided to the space. 

 
Refrigeration Room: 

• The required refrigerant sensor is not present in the space. Included in the system 
requirements are: 
1. Audible alarm 
2. Strobes above all doorways 
3. Emergency ventilation which is in excess of the normal ventilation rates of the 

space. 
• Normal ventilation for the space is inadequate.  The wall fan installed short cycles the 

air from the louvers in the exterior doors and is only thermostatically controlled. 
• The water heater for the rink heating mat appears to have been replaced and is mounted 

on the existing stand.  The new water heater cantilevers over the stand and is not 
secure.  A boiler flue exhaust fan has been installed on the existing flue.  The flue 
installed is a Class B vent, which is for atmospheric use.  This vent is not pressure class 
which is required. 

 



 
 

• Copper piping within the spaces are showing a buildup on the joints where there 
appears to be joint failure.  Piping within these spaces will require replacement. See 
above picture of the boiler flue fan for typical pipe joints. 

• Hot water circulation pumps do not appear to be fully operational.   
 

Ice Sheet 1: 
• The original dehumidifiers are in place and appear to be operational.  The unit on the 

south west corner was originally designed to have outside and return air intakes with 
modulating dampers.  The dampers for outside air appear to be closed.  Outside air is 
required for the arena with excess as necessary for intake of the mezzanine heating 
units.   

• Gas heaters for the rink have both been recently replaced. 
 

Ice Sheet 2 
• The original dehumidifiers are in place and appear to be operational. 
• One gas heating unit has been replaced. 
• One unit heater is from the original installation and has exceeded the anticipated life 

expectancy (15 years). 
 

Plumbing   
 

General Items: 
• Fixtures that were ADA compliant at the time of the installation are no longer 

compliant.  Most fixtures appear to be in working condition. 
•  

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
• Water heaters for the showers/lockers are installed in the converted storage room near 

the Zamboni Rm.  The water heaters are bearing on the floor with no stand and required 
auxiliary drain pan. 

• Waste piping below grade from the exit points of the building were installed as 4” in 
lieu of 6” as originally designed and bellied areas have developed.  The exterior waste 
requires rodding out several time a year when there is a competition or large 
attendance. All waste piping will need replacing.  Several areas of asphalt and concrete 



 
 

will require saw cutting.  
• The exterior water service from the meter to the building was originally installed with 

schedule 40 PVC pipe. The pipe has been repaired in several areas and is in need of 
replacement.  The replacement pipe should be a cement lined ductile iron pipe which 
has a 40+ years life expectancy.  

 
Fire Protection 
 
General Items 

• Additional sprinkler piping and heads were not added to cover the space requirements 
when the south side locker rooms were sub-divided. 

• Mechanical rooms with ceiling and ceiling mounted heads have been compromised 
where large amounts of ceiling tile have been removed and not replaced.  Solid ceilings 
allow for the buildup of heat load to activate the heads, 

• A new storage room has been created by knocking out CMU and framing a door off the 
storage room south of the Zamboni room.  There is no sprinkler coverage in this space 
as required. 

 
Renovation Costs 
 
Mechanical - $780,000 

• Removal of existing AC systems, exhaust fans, duct systems in their entirety and 
replacement with a boiler/chiller central plant, 4 pipe system with new blower coil 
units, exhaust fans and a complete new duct systems. 

Plumbing - $236,000 
• Removal of all fixtures as indicated on the Architectural Drawings and replacement 

with new fixtures including ADA upgrades, new domestic water piping system and 
slab/wall removal as necessary for waste and water pipe installation. ((180K) 

• Installation of all new waste pipe from the exit points of the building to the manhole, 
replacing the flat and bellied 4” piping with a new 6” pipe. (16K) 

• Installation of all new cement lined cast iron ductile iron water pipe below grade from 
the meter box to the connection points of the building replacing the aged PVC line. 
(40K) 

Fire Protection - $60,000 
• Added sprinkler piping and heads in areas of previous renovations to have complete 

area coverage. 
• Replacement of all sprinkler heads. 
• Added complete new systems for the central plant and refrigeration room including a 

utilities main tap, vault, underground piping for the central plant system and capped 
pipe with valve for extension to the future expansion. 















 

 

 

 

Benton H. Wilcoxon Ice Complex 
Rehabilitation of Existing Facility 

PRELIMINARY BUDGET 
March 4, 2016 

 

 
Item 
No.  

Description Estimate Estimator 

1. General Conditions, Contractors OH & P (18%) $       973,000 Architect 
    

2. Insurance Bonds & Permit (2%) $       108,000 Architect 
    

3, Architectural Alterations – Interior $       951,000* Architect 
    

4. Architectural Alterations – Exterior  $       577,000 Architect 
    

5. ADA Deficiencies $       418,000 Architect 
    

6. Plumbing $       236,000 Mechanical Engineer 
    

7. Fire Protection $         60,000 Mechanical Engineer 
    

8 Mechanical $       780,000 Mechanical Engineer 
    

9. Ice Making $    1,500.000* Rink Consultant 
    

10. Electrical & Fire Alarm $       885,000 Electrical Engineer 
    
                     SUBTOTAL – Construction Costs $    6,488.000  
    

11. Professional Fees (8%) $       519,000  
    
                      SUBTOTAL – Design & Construction Costs $    7,007,000  
    

12. Contingency (10%) $       700,000  
    
                      TOTAL – Design & Construction Costs $    7,707,000  
    

13. Soft Costs (25% of Construction Cost) $    1,622,000  
    
                        TOTAL PROJECT COST $    9,329,000   

 

 
 
*The estimate specified is the higher end of the range provided by the Estimator. 
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